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I   INTRODUCTION
Practical Legal Training, colloquially referred to as ‘PLT’, is the !nal requirement that law 
graduates must satisfy in order to be admitted into the legal profession within various Australian 
jurisdictions.1 While in some Australian jurisdictions there are alternative avenues to gain 
admission into legal practice, such as articles of clerkship, PLT has become the predominant 
option.2 PLT is commonly o"ered by Australian universities and higher education providers.3

In 2002, all Australian Admitting Authorities endorsed the national ‘PLT Competency Standards for 
Entry-level Lawyers’ (‘PLT Competency Standards’) standardising the PLT courses and programs 
across Australia.4 The PLT Competency Standards were jointly developed by the Australasian 
Practical Legal Education Council (‘APLEC’) and Law Admissions Consultative Committee (‘LACC’) 
and are the yardstick used by Admitting Authorities for accrediting and monitoring Australian 
PLT courses.5 The PLT Competency Standards are intended to re#ect the skills, practice areas and 
values essential for an ‘entry-level lawyer’ being admitted to the Australian legal profession.6

As the legal profession adapts to new challenges and technologies, there is a need to regularly 
revisit the PLT Competency Standards to ensure that they remain !t for purpose.7 This paper 
considers the relevance of the current PLT Competency Standards to the contemporary practice 
of law in Australia, and into the future. The PLT Competency Standards will !rst be considered 
in the context of the prevailing continuum of legal education,8 and then assessed against the 
needs of entry-level lawyers considering recent global trends a"ecting legal practice. Given the 
rapid changes that are disrupting the legal profession,9 it is contended that the PLT Competency 
Standards need to be revised in order to ensure that entry-level lawyers are equipped with 
practical skills, practice areas and values for legal practice today. Finally, this paper brie#y 
proposes directions for further research to ensure that legal education keeps pace with legal 
practice, and that the perceived gap between what is taught during academic education and PLT 
and the realities of legal practice is closed.
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III   LEGAL EDUCATION CONTINUUM
The 1971 Report of the Committee on Legal Education (Ormrod Report) !rst proposed that legal 
education spans across a continuum that can be divided into three distinct stages: academic 
quali!cation, pre-admission professional training, and post-admission professional training.10 
In Australia, each phase of the continuum is heavy legislated, resulting in very prescriptive 
requirements as to what must be covered in the quali!cation or training curriculum o"ered in 
each stage. 

 
To be admitted to the Australian legal profession, a person must have:
 1. completed a law degree, either a Bachelor of Laws or Juris Doctor, with an approved 
 tertiary institution (Stage 1); 
 2. completed the PLT requirements (Stage 2); and
 3. demonstrated they are a !t and proper person to be admitted.11 

If an Australian lawyer who is admitted into the profession chooses to engage in practice, they 
must have an Australian practising certi!cate,12 professional indemnity insurance,13 and compete 
the requirements for continuing professional development (‘CPD’) (Stage 3).14
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Academic Quali!cation (Stage 1)
In Australia, law degrees tend to have a strong doctrinal focus, with the coverage of legal knowledge 
and technical skills at the forefront. This is evidenced by the various regulatory instruments 
that currently govern legal education,15  in particular the strong emphasis that is placed on the 
teaching of the 11 prescribed areas of knowledge (colloquially referred to as the ‘Priestley 11’).16 
The prescribed areas of knowledge are: 

Criminal law and procedure;
Torts;
Contracts;
Property;
Equity; 
Company Law;
Administrative Law; 
Federal and State Constitutional Law;
Civil Dispute Resolution;
Evidence; and 
Ethics and Professional Responsibility.17

While the ‘Bachelor of Laws Learning and Teaching Academic Standards Statement’ reiterates the 
importance of knowledge of the prescribed areas of substantive law,18 the standards also emphasise 
coverage of the following threshold learning outcomes: ethics and professional responsibility; 
thinking skills; research skills; communication and collaboration; and self-management.19  

Pre-Admission Professional Training (Stage 2)
Prior to the existence of PLT, pre-admission professional training was predominantly conducted 
by way of ‘articles of clerkship’.20 Although the adoption of PLT commenced as early as the 1970s in 
New South Wales,21 PLT was only introduced in Western Australia as recently as the early 2000s.22 
The introduction of the PLT within NSW was largely driven by the decision to replace the articles 
of clerkship with an institutionalised pre-admission professional training program.23 

The intention of PLT is to provide law graduates with practical training to ‘bridge the gap between 
university studies and the real world of legal practice’.24 The PLT Competency Standards re#ect 
this objective as when they were developed APLEC and LACC ‘sought to describe the observable 
performance in several key areas relating to legal practice, required of entry-level lawyers at 
the point of admission to the legal profession’.25 The PLT Competency Standards prescribe that 
each form of PLT must comprise two components: coursework, and workplace experience (ie, 
supervised legal placement in a law or law-related workplace).26 

The PLT coursework component must cover the prescribed competencies that every applicant is 
to achieve. The required competencies are: 

Skills 
Lawyer’s Skills
Problem Solving
Work Management and Business Skills
Trust and O$ce Accounting

Compulsory Practice Areas
Civil Litigation Practice
Commercial and Corporate Practice
Property Law Practice
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Optional Practice Areas
… [A]ny two of:
Administrative Law Practice
Banking and Finance
Criminal Law Practice
Consumer Law Practice
Employment and Industrial Relations Practice
Family Law Practice
Planning and Environmental Law Practice
Wills and Estate Practice.

Values
Ethics and Professional Responsibility.27

One of the prominent criticisms of PLT is that the components of the coursework ‘feel like 
an extension of university but with a practical twist’.28 An examination of the law academic 
quali!cation curriculum as against PLT coursework con!rms that there is undoubtedly overlap. 
Taking civil litigation as an example, students can expect to cover issues such as the jurisdiction 
of courts, commencement of proceedings, pleadings, disclosure, costs, and enforcement in the 
core subjects of both their law degree and PLT. By reducing the overlap in the curricula of these 
two stages, it is contended that the PLT coursework ‘could be more well-rounded with an increased 
focus on the speci!c skills that graduate solicitors need to know’.29 

Post-Admission Professional Training (Stage 3)

Once admitted into the Australian legal profession, legal practitioners who choose to engage in 
legal practice must meet the prescribed CPD requirements annually.30 For example, solicitors 
must acquire 10 CPD points annually, with at least 1 CPD point in each of the following categories:

Ethics and professional responsibility; 
Practice management and business skills; 
Professional skills; and 
Substantive law.31 

Given that the purpose of the CPD scheme is to ensure that legal practitioners are engaged in 
ongoing professional development and keeping abreast of current legal knowledge and practice 
skills, it is neither surprising nor concerning that there is some overlap between the PLT 
coursework components and the CPD categories. 

III   GLOBAL TRENDS AFFECTING LEGAL PRACTICE
In his recent (and, hopefully, premature) eulogy to the legal profession, Hunter identi!es !ve 
major trends that he considers will shape the future of the legal industry. These include technology, 
commoditisation, and globalisation.32 For present purposes, technology and commoditisation 
are bundled together as technology seems to be the enabling step in the commoditisation of legal 
services.33 In this part we consider these trends and their impact on the work traditionally done 
by entry-level lawyers, as well as important aspects of their careers (eg, mandatory periods of 
supervised legal practice, and mentoring by senior colleagues). 

Technology and Commoditisation

All one need do is read a book by Richard Susskind to see that the e"ect of advances in technology 
on legal practice is not a new phenomenon. Susskind’s book, ‘The Future of Law’,34 was published 
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over 25 years ago and accurately predicted many of the paradigm shi%s in the intervening years.35 
Some examples of recent technological advances in the practice of law include mandatory 
electronic document !ling in most civil jurisdictions, technology assisted review of documents 
(whether contract review or ‘e-discovery’), virtual court rooms, and electronic conveyancing. 
Susskind is recently quoted as saying that ‘[w]e’re going to move away from a … human bespoke 
service, to legal services in a cart.’36 This trend is already observable with legal services providers 
such as ‘Legal Vision’ and ‘Law Path’, among others, o"ering legal documents for sale online, with 
or without legal advice, depending on the user’s preferences.37

The adoption of technology in legal practice was accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic, which 
saw many lawyers forced to switch to remote online work because of widespread lockdown and 
isolation requirements. In some jurisdictions, courts were forced to switch to predominantly 
online hearings, which came with their own unique issues.38 

Having spent much of the past few years working in a predominantly remote or ‘hybrid’ (ie, 
splitting time between home and the o$ce) work environment, there is reluctance among 
lawyers, especially mid-level lawyers, to return to the o$ce full time.39 This preference for 
remote or hybrid work post-pandemic will have #ow on e"ects for law graduates as the face-to-
face supervision and mentoring opportunities that once existed may not be available, or as easily 
available, in a post-pandemic law !rm.

Globalisation

According to Hunter, globalisation means the labour arbitrage from what he refers to as ‘high-
cost centres’ (countries such as Australia) to ‘low-cost centres’ (countries such as India or the 
Philippines). The kind of work that is being ‘o"shored’ is the work that used to be the bread and 
butter of newly admitted lawyers, especially in large !rms — jobs like document review, due 
diligence, and discovery.40 What this likely means is that newly minted lawyers, especially at large 
!rms, may !nd themselves in roles where they are managing, or assisting in the management of, 
teams of foreign lawyers who are engaged in the actual task. However, these recently admitted 
Australian lawyers are likely to have little to no training or practical skills in project or team 
management to equip them for this task.

In addition to labour arbitrage, there is an increase in lawyers acting as independent contractors, 
as well as !rms o"ering #exible legal workforces for hire.41 This ‘gig work’ (work performed 
by freelancers or independent contractors) is not a new phenomenon, at least not within the 
United States.42 While ‘gig-work’ may have certain attractions, such as #exibility and a degree 
of autonomy, junior lawyers are not likely to be in a position to take advantage of this because 
they lack the expertise and/or network to make independent work sustainable. This creates a 
potential paradox for graduates because, according to Thornton, ‘gig-work’ would be ideal for law 
graduates who cannot !nd a permanent graduate position; however, those graduates will almost 
certainly be constrained by requirements of supervised legal practice, lack of experience, and 
lack of a referral network.43

However, despite the disruptive e"ect of advances in technology and di"erent ways of working, 
the authors are not aware of any law schools or PLT providers that speci!cally address these 
changes in their curricula.  This is likely because these issues do not currently fall within the 
ambit of either of the Priestley 11 or the PLT standards.
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IV   CONCLUSION
The PLT Competency Standards must be frequently reviewed to ensure they remain aligned with 
the skills and knowledge expected of entry-level lawyers. Perhaps when !rst formulated the 
PLT Competency Standards did re#ect the practical day-to-day abilities that entry-level lawyers 
needed. However, with the advancement of legal technology and arti!cial intelligence more 
generally, it cannot be assumed that all lawyers will be involved in legal practice as we currently 
understand it, or like it was in 2002 when the PLT Competency Standards were !rst nationally 
endorsed. For instance, speaking from her perspective as a recent graduate, Gab Royle suggests 
that the use of legal technology ought to be introduced as a core competency in the PLT program.44 
Hunter further observes that:

[Law] Schools will need to teach students how to network, engage in #exible work arrangements, develop 
an entrepreneurial mindset and have a personal brand. In time, these skills may be as important as 
mastery of the Priestley 11. If schools do not teach their students these skills they will not survive.45

Given that there is overlap between the law academic quali!cation curriculum and PLT 
coursework component, there is certainly scope for reform and improvement. However, any 
proposal for reform must be measured and re#ect the needs of relevant stakeholders. Therefore, 
further research in the area could be conducted to better understand the experiences of newly 
admitted legal practitioners. For example, a survey of current entry-level lawyers querying their 
PLT experience and how well PLT prepared them for the realities of legal practice would be 
appropriate. Such research could inform decisions about whether the PLT Competency Standards 
need reform, and if so, what contemporary practice areas and skills should be covered. 
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